Erratum

NGUYEN DINH TU, NGUYEN VU THANH, LAI PHU HOANG & ULRICH SAINT-PAUL (2017)

1) The correct list of authors should be: Lai Phu Hoang, Dietrich Blome & Ulrich Saint-Paul.

2) Delete the location “Tien Yen, Quang Ninh” from the Abstract, because all specimens in this publication were collected only in Can Gio.

3) The Acknowledgement should read: “The research was supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), and Vietnam Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) in Can Gio Project.”

4) The name Deontolaimus cangioensis in the original publication should be changed to the original name in the thesis of Dr. Lai Phu Hoang: D. pseudopapillatus.

5) The corresponding author should be: Lai Phu Hoang, hoanglp@yahoo.com